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Abstract: The debate over non-trade concerns (NTC) and trade liberalisation
for the past decade is reviewed and convergences and remaining conflicts are
identified. It is found that, while the legitimacy of multifunctionality is no
longer controversial and there is a convergence of the views on the best policy
instrument for addressing NTC, divergent positions regarding the treatment of
NTC in market access commitments still remain. It is concluded that the
difference in views on the pace and sequence to arrive at targeted payment
solution for non-trade objectives is a root cause. The article presents three
justifications for gradual trade reform as a way to resolve the conflicts: the lack
of information on the implications of trade liberalisation and the irreversible
nature of non-commodity outputs, high initial transaction costs for designing
targeted payments for non-commodity outputs, and the costs and time for
shifting public finds to financing targeted green box payments.
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1 Introduction

The problem of harmonising considerations for non-trade concerns (NTC) with
agricultural trade liberalisation has been intensively discussed for the past decade. It
remains as one of the most contentious issues in the ongoing agriculture negotiations in
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the World Trade Organisation (WTO). The bones of contention have not been static, but
evolved in accordance with different stages of the negotiations. An initial debate in the
late 1990s mainly focused on whether the pursuit of ‘multifunctionality’, rather than
‘NTC’, is a legitimate policy objective. However, since the start of the agriculture
negotiations in 2000, the issue in contention has shifted gradually to what the best policy
instrument is to accommodate NTC in multilateral trading rules. After the failure to
establish ‘modalities’ for agriculture negotiations in March 2003, and a resulting shift of
an immediate target of the negotiations to a framework agreement, the dispute has come
to concentrate mainly on how to incorporate the considerations for NTC into market
access commitments.

There are a number of articles discussing the issue of multifunctionality and NTC in
agricultural trade liberalisation in the WTO (e.g. Anderson, 2000; Blandford and Boisvert,
2002; Bohman et al., 1999; Burrell, 2001; Freeman and Roberts, 1999; Latacz-Lohmann
and Hodge, 2001; Potter and Burney, 2002, Sakuyama, 2003; Simpson and Schoenbaum,
2003). These articles have mainly focused on the second question above, and have made
attempts to find the best solution for addressing non-trade objectives. Potter and Burney
(2002, p.46) explicitly state that ‘it is not the existence of multifunctionality as such which
is controversial but rather the implications for the design of domestic subsidies and the
extent to which these are deemed to be trade distorting.’ However, in light of the current
phase of the negotiations, in which the debate has focused mostly on the treatment of NTC
in market access commitments as is demonstrated more thoroughly later, such recognition
is becoming increasingly out of date. What is needed now to resolve a conflict over NTC
in agricultural trade liberalisation is to present a feasible solution to the most contentious
issue at this point in time.

Against this background, this article aims to review the debate over NTC and
agricultural trade liberalisation for the past decade, to identify the convergences and
remaining conflicts at this point in time, and to present feasible solutions to resolve the
remaining conflicts over NTC. It is structured to follow the evolution of the debate over
NTC and trade liberalisation as identified at the outset. In the next section, the paper
reviews the debate over whether multifunctionality is a legitimate policy objective. Then,
in the third section, the discussions over the best policy approach for addressing NTC are
examined. In the fourth section, the article discusses the current debate over how NTC
should be incorporated into market access commitments. Then, a possible way forward to
narrow the present gap over NTC is presented. The final section provides a summary of
discussion and conclusions.

2 Multifunctionality and its legitimacy

Once the implementation of the commitments under the Uruguay Round trade
negotiations started in 1995, the debate over ‘multifunctionality’ erupted in various
international fora. An initial stage of the dispute was characterised by the fact that a bone
of contention was not the ‘NTC’ prescribed in the WTO Agreement on Agriculture
(WTO, 1999a), but the ‘multifunctionality’ of agriculture. Typical questions raised 
in this connection include ‘is multifunctionality a legitimate policy objective to 
pursue?’, ‘is multifunctionality a unique feature to agriculture?’ and ‘is the concept of
multifunctionality solid enough to discuss?’. The debate was prompted by the fact that
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follow-up negotiations on agriculture were supposed to be initiated from 2000 based 
on Article 20 of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture (ibid.), and the treatment of
multifunctionality became a symbolic ‘touchstone’ to define the orientation of future
negotiations.

The concept of multifunctionality was advocated by so-called ‘friends of
multifunctionality’ countries, which include the European Union, Switzerland, Norway,
Japan, Korea and later Mauritius. The essence of their argument was that agriculture is
inherently different from other sectors owing to the provision of public goods jointly
produced with agricultural activities, and thus it should be treated differently from other
sectors in international trading rules. Multifunctionality was an expedient rallying cry for
the advocates since its positive connotation suits to differentiate agriculture from other
sectors, while its moderate ambiguity conceals the difference in priorities among the
proponents. As such, as a justification for different treatment of agriculture in the future
WTO negotiations, these countries made various attempts during this phase to legitimise
this concept by incorporating it into internationally agreed texts.

A contrasting argument was made by the Cairns Group, a strong advocate for drastic
trade liberalisation in agriculture calling for the end of ‘discrimination’ against agriculture
in international trading rules. In the Statement of its Ministerial Meeting in June 1997, the
Cairns Ministers ‘resolved to ensure that the next negotiations will achieve fundamental
reform to place agricultural trade on the same basis as other areas of world trade.’ (Cairns
Group, 1997) Agriculture has had special status owing to a number of different treatments
from industrial goods under the current WTO Agreement on Agriculture in terms of, among
others, the continuation of export subsidies, different classification of domestic support, and
allowance of trade-distorting domestic support (e.g. Blue box) (Josling et al., 1996). 
Thus, an equal treatment of agriculture with other sectors means the termination of such
special treatments, for which the Cairns Group has looked.

It was hardly surprising therefore that the Cairns Group expressed fierce opposition 
to such a multifunctionality argument. In its Ministerial Communiqué in August 1999, 
it was stated that:

“Just as it would not be acceptable to introduce ‘multifunctionality’ in the WTO
for manufacturing and services, there is similarly no justification to apply it in
agriculture. Non-trade objectives should not be used as a smoke screen for
protectionist policies which perpetuate poverty, hunger and environmental
degradation.” (Cairns Group, 1999)

Another argument made by the Group was to dilute the influence of multifunctionality of
agriculture by insisting on the multifunctionality of other sectors covered in the
negotiations. They requested to include the multifunctional character of ‘services’,
‘intellectual property’ and ‘non-agricultural activities’ in a draft ministerial text for the
Seattle Ministerial Conference (WTO, 1999b, paragraphs 31, 33 and 35, respectively).

Developing countries’ attitude towards the concept of multifunctionality was
somewhat mixed, but a majority of them were skeptical, suspecting that such a concept
might be used as a pretext for continued high support and protection by developed
countries. For example, Japan’s negotiating proposal (WTO, 2000g) was commented on
by India stating that ‘we do not want to repeat our concerns aired on several occasions
about Japan’s overemphasis on multifunctionality of agriculture’ (WTO, 2001e) and by
Indonesia saying that ‘Indonesia believes the WTO rules should prevent non-legitimate
claims of multifunctionality from being used by certain countries as a disguised
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protectionist policy.’ (WTO, 2001d) Although developing countries advocated their own
NTC, such as food security and poverty alleviation, they were suspicious about the usage
of the terminology by developed countries. India commented on the EC’s negotiating
proposal (WTO, 2000f) by saying that ‘these (non-trade) concerns of the developing
countries are on a different footing and can not in any manner be compatible with the ones
articulated under the concept of multifunctionality by the EC.’ (WTO, 2001e)

Battlegrounds over multifunctionality were at high profile international conferences,
where inclusion or absence of ‘multifunctionality’ in an agreement text served as a litmus
paper to judge which camp prevailed. The first major occasion was the World Food
Summit in November 1996 organised by the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).
‘World Food Summit: Plan of Action’ adopted by FAO members became a first
prominent document in the late 1990s which includes the reference to ‘the multifunctional
character of agriculture.’ (FAO, 1996) The proponents of multifunctionality achieved a
triumph also in the Agriculture Ministers’ meeting at the Organisation for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) in March 1998, whose Communiqué contains the
recognition of ‘the multifunctional character of agriculture.’ (OECD, 1998) However,
friends of multifunctionality met with a setback in an FAO Conference in November
1999. In the ‘Strategic Framework’ agreed to in the FAO, even though the reference to
multifunctionality was retained, it was also stated that ‘there is currently no consensus on
the meaning of the concept of the multifunctional character of agriculture, nor on a role
for FAO with respect to work on it.’ (FAO, 1999)

The most notable contribution which called a halt to the debate was a report agreed
to in the OECD. The inception of an analytical work on multifunctionality was formally
agreed in its Committee for Agriculture in May 1998 and a report containing a tentative
definition of, and solid analytical framework for, multifunctionality was agreed to in
December 2000. In essence, the OECD definition of multifunctionality is composed of
two elements; ‘the existence of multiple commodity and non-commodity outputs that are
jointly produced by agriculture’ and ‘the non-commodity outputs exhibit externalities or
public goods characteristics.’ (OECD, 2001) Since this report was endorsed in unanimity
by OECD members including Australia, a leading opponent of multifunctionality in the
Cairns Group, the critics could not categorically deny the concept and the legitimacy of
multifunctionality any further.

3 The best instrument for addressing NTC

The bone of contention, since the start of the agriculture negotiations in the WTO in 2000,
switched gradually from the legitimacy of ‘multifunctionality’ to the best policy approach
to address ‘NTC’. In addition to the aforementioned OECD work, two other factors are
worthy of note. The first was that, in response to the persistent scepticism not only 
from the Cairns Group but also from many developing countries, the advocates of
multifunctionality, despite its legitimacy in the OECD, ceased from adhering to that 
term in the WTO and determined to unite under the banner of NTC. Since NTC were 
already prescribed in the WTO Agreement on Agriculture, there was little room for 
debate over their legitimacy. The title of a conference organised by the proponents of
multifunctionality in July 2000 in Ullensvang, Norway (International Conference on NTC
in Agriculture) reflects such a change in their strategy (WTO, 2000e). Secondly, the
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Cairns Group also shifted their target for offence from the legitimacy of non-trade
objectives to policy instruments to attain them, as reflected in the Communiqué of their
Ministerial Meeting in October 2000 that reads: ‘The issue for the agriculture negotiations
is not about the legitimacy of certain policy objectives but about the instruments used to
pursue them – these must not be trade distorting.’ (Cairns Group, 2000)

The Doha Ministerial Declaration (WTO, 2001f), which was agreed to in the WTO
Ministerial Conference in November 2001 and set out the future orientation of overall
negotiations, was sheer reflection of these developments. Its text on agriculture contained
no reference to ‘equal treatment of agriculture with other areas’ as advocated by the
Cairns Group, nor did it change the treatment of NTC in the negotiations, by stating that,
‘We take note of the non-trade concerns reflected in the negotiating proposals submitted
by Members and confirm that non-trade concerns will be taken into account in the
negotiations as provided for in the Agreement on Agriculture.’ (ibid., para. 13) As such,
a philosophical debate over the legitimacy of multifunctionality came to an end and
an issue in contention moved to the best policy instruments for addressing NTC, given
that the immediate target for the negotiation was to establish ‘modalities’ by the end of
March 2003.

The debate over the best policy instruments for NTC took place side by side in the
OECD and the WTO, although both terms (i.e. multifunctionality in the OECD and NTC
in the WTO, respectively) continued to be used. In the OECD discussion over the ‘policy
implication of multifunctionality’, the advocates of multifunctionality emphasised the
strong jointness between commodity and non-commodity outputs (Lindland, 1998), which
make it difficult for de-linking multifunctional benefits from agricultural activities and for
enforcing the principle of decoupling, a backbone of the Green box. They also advocated
a trade-off between precision and transaction costs (Vatn, 2002) and infeasibility of 
well-targeted payments to non-commodity outputs owing to insurmountable transaction
costs (Lindland, 1998). Based on these, they insisted on the possibility that broad based
measures such as traditional payments and even border measures may be the best option
for preserving multifunctional benefits (ibid.). It should be noted, however, that the
proponents of multifunctionality were not monolith. The above arguments were made most
vocally by Norway (ibid.) and in a less systematic way by Japan (WTO, 2000g), whereas
the European Union and Switzerland were reluctant to speak derogatively of targeted
payments given that they were moving in that direction.

These arguments were fed into the negotiating proposals for setting the modalities for
the current round. For example, Japan insisted in its initial negotiating proposal that,
bearing strong jointness between agricultural production and multifunctionality implicitly
in mind, the policy-specific criteria for decoupled income support (para. 6 of the Annex
2 of the WTO Agreement on Agriculture) be relaxed so that payments can be made based
on factors of production (i.e. land) in each year (WTO, 2000g). Korea also proposed that
‘compensatory supports for multifunctionality of agriculture be exempted from reduction
commitment.’ (WTO, 2001a) On the other hand, the attitudes of the European Union,
Switzerland and Norway were more defensive and put more emphasis on maintaining 
the Green and Blue boxes. The European Union’s additional request related to NTC 
was limited to the exemption of ‘compensation of additional costs to meet animal welfare
standards’ from reduction commitments (WTO, 2000f and 2003a), while Norway aimed
to minimise the size of reduction in Amber box supports based on the argument of joint
production (WTO, 2001c).
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Critics to NTC (e.g. Australia) rebutted by the following syllogism (Freeman and
Roberts, 1999). Firstly, ‘there are more effective and less costly ways of maintaining what
people in society want’. Secondly, ‘subsidising agricultural production has been shown to
also increase the negative spillovers for agriculture’. Therefore, ‘a more efficient and
potentially more effective approach to achieving multifunctional objectives is to use
specific payments that are targeted at providing the multifunctional outcome’. In the
WTO, the Cairns Group’s initial proposal was limited to review the basic and policy
specific criteria for the Green box support ‘to ensure that all such domestic support meets
the fundamental requirements of no, or at most minimal, trade-distorting effects or effects
on production.’ (WTO, 2000d) However, they subsequently submitted a more aggressive
proposal, presumably prompted by developing country members, to tighten some of the
policy specific criteria of the Green box and to cap the amount of several direct payments
under the Green box (WTO, 2002b).

Arguments by developing countries, which have advocated their own NTC, were
different. Many developing countries expressed their sense of resentment and unfairness
that the Green box has been exploited and even abused by developed countries under 
the banner of NTC. A group of developing countries, including Cuba and the Dominican
Republic, stated in its joint proposal on the revision of the Green box that:

“The Agreement on Agriculture has not satisfactory addressed the food security
and development concerns of developing countries. The present Green box
largely meets the non-trade concerns of developed countries.” (WTO, 2000b)

A group of developing countries thus proposed to create a ‘Development Box’, which
justifies the use of border measures and Amber box domestic supports to protect their
NTC (WTO, 2000a), given that public-fund intensive and administratively complex
Green box payments are in practice admissible only to developed countries. India tabled
a similar proposal on a ‘Food Security Box’ (WTO, 2001b).

As was the case in the debate prior to the Doha agreement, the OECD generated
tangible results that nearly put an end to this dispute. An OECD report endorsed by its
members in April 2003 concluded that ‘the analytical framework, the empirical work and
this report all suggest that targeted payments are likely to be the most desirable option
from the point of view of efficiency, equity and international spillovers (over output
subsidies and traditional market price support maintained through border protection).’
(OECD, 2003) In this regard, sufficient convergence emerged with respect to the best
policy instrument for addressing NTC, at least among developed countries. In the WTO,
on the other hand, there was neither substantive discussion nor a convergence of the views
on the best policy instrument for addressing NTC during the modalities phase of the
negotiations. This was mainly because the positions between developed and developing
countries were too far apart. The former discussed the criteria of the Green box based on
the continuation of the current Box system, whereas the latter categorically denied the
legitimacy of the Green box by accusing that it gives ‘special and differential treatment
to developed countries’.

4 NTC and market access commitments

After the failure in establishing detailed modalities by March 2003, the issue in contention
shifted to how to incorporate considerations for NTC into reduction commitments on
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market access. The overarching factor for this change was the fact that an immediate
target for the WTO negotiations moved to a framework for future modalities, given the
time limitation to the WTO Cancun Ministerial Conference scheduled in September 2003.
Since the motive for the framework agreement was to show the progress of the
negotiations by filling the gaps on key outstanding issues, it was natural that the debate
focused on commitments on market access, in which all WTO members, both developed
and developing countries, have their own stakes, whether they are on the offensive or
defensive. On the other hand, domestic support is an issue primarily for developed
countries, given that many developing countries do not extensively exploit such a support
(Roberts et al., 2002). Also, export competition is an issue almost only related to the
European Union, given that it has extensively used export subsidies, and there are loud
calls for their abolition by the EU. A specific driver that explains the above shift was that
it became increasing evident that even the advocates of NTC were in fact satisfied with
the current criteria of the Green box to accommodate their NTC. As shown in the previous
section, the request from the majority of the friends of multifunctionality on the Green
box was modest from the outset. Japan withdrew the request for relaxing criteria of the
decoupled income support in its modality proposal in November 2002 (WTO, 2002c).
Korea put forward an elaborated proposal on Green box criteria to accommodate their
food security and rural viability concerns in September 2002, but it remained to be
abstract (WTO, 2002a).

During the negotiating phase, following the failure to agree on detailed modalities in
March 2003 to the Cancun Ministerial Conference in September 2003, there were two
contentious issues to be resolved in relation to the treatment of NTC in market access
commitments. The first issue was the proposed ‘tariff capping’ obligation, which was of
concern overwhelmingly by developed countries. Tariff capping embodied in the draft
Cancun Ministerial text (WTO, 2003f, para. 2.2. of Annex A) was a novel requirement,
originated from a joint EC-US paper (WTO, 2003e), to reduce high tariffs to a certain
threshold level to be determined later. Although a specific threshold level of capped tariffs
was not included in the draft framework, it was inconceivable that such an obligation
would substantially hurt the interests of the European Union, given that their highest
tariffs on agricultural products (e.g. sugar) were estimated to be around 200% (Podbury
and Roberts, 2003). On the other hand, other members of the friends of multifunctionality,
whose tariff levels of key commodities such as rice or dairy products exceed 500% (ibid.),
faced serious difficulties by such an additional obligation. At this stage, where the focus
of negotiations moved to market access commitments, the friends of multifunctionality
could not unite under the rallying cry of NTC, owing to the inherent differences in their
policy approaches. As a result, advocates for NTC realigned themselves into the so-called
group of 10 countries (G10), composed of Bulgaria, Chinese Taipei, Iceland, Israel,
Japan, Korea, Liechtenstein, Mauritius, Norway and Switzerland.

The essence of the arguments by the G10 has been that considerations for NTC are
linked to key products with strategic importance in each country (e.g. rice in East Asia
and dairy products in Europe), and high tariffs attached to the key products are
manifestations to address such NTC. However, these countries neither argue that border
measures are the best approach for addressing their NTC, nor do they deny the need for
tariff reductions in those key products. On the contrary, they have proposed tariff
reductions by the Uruguay Round formula without any exceptions (WTO, 2003c). What
they request is to ensure sufficient flexibility in market access commitments to avoid
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detrimental consequences to NTC resulting from sharp and hasty tariff reductions of key
products. Switzerland stated on behalf of the G10 that, ‘Flexibility and balance were
needed in the framework, including in market access where it had to allow Members 
to take account of their development needs and NTC’ (WTO, 2004a), and ‘Should a
reasonable deal be concluded in the market access area, with non trade concerns being
taken account of, the G-10 would then undertake greater efforts to address the most 
trade-distorting measures, including all forms of export subsidies.’ (WTO, 2004b)

The G10 submitted a joint proposal (WTO, 2003i) to eliminate the tariff capping
requirement, and their proposal was partly reflected in the second revision of the draft
Cancun Ministerial text (WTO, 2003j). In its para. 2.2 of Annex A, the following escape
clause was included even though it is in square brackets;

“Within this category (i.e. those tariff lines applied tariff capping requirement),
participants shall have additional flexibility under conditions to be determined
for a very limited number of [ ] (i.e. a blank in which a specific figure would be
inserted in the later stage of negotiations) products to be designated on the basis
of NTC that would only be subject to the provisions of paragraph 2.1 (i.e. those
tariff lines that tariff capping requirement are not applied) above.” (ibid.)

This sentence is highly complex, but in essence it means that a very few products are
allowed to be exempted from tariff capping obligations to accommodate NTC.

The second contentious issue regarding the reflection of NTC in market access
commitments was the treatment of ‘special products’ (ibid., para. 2.7 of Annex A) applied
only to developing counties. The idea of special products originated from the first draft
of modalities (WTO, 2003b) and its revision (WTO, 2003d) prepared by the Chairman of
the negotiating group on agriculture. In the revised draft modalities, it was proposed that:

“Developing countries shall have the flexibility to declare up to [ ] agricultural
products at the [6-digit] [4-digit] HS level as being special products with respect
to food security, rural development and/or livelihood security concerns.” 
(ibid., para. 11)

According to this proposal, special products are supposed to benefit not only from
minimal tariff reductions but also from no requirement for the expansion of tariff 
rate quotas. In this regard, special products can be considered as a variant of a
development/food security box. Although the justification for special products seems to
be based more on special and differential treatment for developing countries, specific
concerns set out in the draft modalities to justify the application of special products 
(i.e. food security, rural development and livelihood security) were exactly the elements
of NTC for which many developing countries have advocated the need for special
treatments.

Major food exporting developed countries were the main opponents of incorporating
NTC into market access commitments. The USA and Australia, in particular, persisted 
in the requirement of tariff capping and were opposed to the concept of special products.
For example, the USA has advocated from the outset of the negotiations the need for
‘harmonisation’ of tariff levels across countries, which means the size of tariff reductions
should be proportional to their current bound levels (WTO, 2000c). Australia bitterly
criticised the idea of special products in the agriculture negotiation session in June 2003
by saying that ‘SP products would have a devastating impact on the reform process’
(WTO, 2003g) and such an assault induced a strong counterattack from Indonesia, which
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is a member of the Cairns Group but also leads a developing country group in favour of
special products (ibid.). As such, the concept of special products became so controversial
between key food exporting developed countries and major developing countries that it
serves as a decisive factor of the decline of the Cairns Group and the rise of the group of
20 major developing countries (G20), which has insisted on the need of both tariff capping
for developed countries and special products for developing countries (WTO, 2003h).

5 Remaining conflicts and a way forward

There has been no conclusion on the debate over NTC in market access commitments since
the Cancun Ministerial Conference ended without any agreement on the framework, and the
current state of the agriculture negotiations in the WTO is integrated into the framework
finally agreed to at the WTO General Council meeting in August 2004 (WTO, 2004c). On
the Green box criteria that provide international rules that govern non-trade distorting
domestic support to accommodate NTC, the agreed text indicates their fine-tuning 
rather than full-fledged revision for future negotiations. The agreement reads:

“Green box criteria will be reviewed and clarified with a view to ensuring that
Green box measures have no, or at most minimal, trade-distorting effects or
effects on production. Such a review and clarification will need to ensure that
the basic concepts, principles and effectiveness of the Green box remain and
take due account of non-trade concerns.” (ibid., para. 16 in Annex A)

Thus, even though there may be still room for debate over how to interpret ‘review and
clarification’, this text at least suggests that fundamental revision of the Green box
criteria, whether be it relaxing or tightening, is highly unlikely. Therefore, the framework
agreement on the Green box can be seen as a sheer manifestation that the best instrument
for addressing NTC in the WTO rules is no longer a major contentious issue.

The current state is substantially different in the framework agreement on market
access. In contrasting to domestic support, there was no reference to NTC in the market
access pillar, and justification for different treatment of those products with high tariffs
changed from NTC to ‘sensitive products’ (ibid., para. 31 in Annex A). However, neither
the specific treatment of sensitive products nor the application of tariff capping to these
sensitive products is clear-cut. Furthermore, although it was agreed in the framework to
establish a category of special products for developing countries ‘based on criteria of food
security, livelihood security and rural development needs’ (ibid., para. 41 in Annex A),
decision on the criteria and treatment of these products were postponed. As such, the text
in the framework agreement on the market access is generally less-developed as to what
extent NTC are to be incorporated into market access commitments, reflecting divergent
positions between WTO member countries. In this regard, the framework agreement is by
no means the end of the debate over the treatment of NTC in market access commitments,
and this dispute will remain one of the most contentious issues in the WTO negotiations
on agriculture. Inconclusive technical meetings have continued in Geneva (as of this
writing) since the framework agreement in August 2004, and they are only the tip of the
iceberg to show the tremendous difficulties ahead.

The above review of the framework agreement reaffirms that the current issue of
contention is no longer about the best approach to accommodate NTC, but rather whether
and to what extent the considerations for NTC should be incorporated into market access
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commitments. This question is analogous to how to manage the transition away from
present suboptimal policy mix to the best policy option to address NTC. Given the highly
diverse and site-specific nature of most NTC advocated by developed countries such as
environmental externalities, rural viability and cultural heritage, there is little doubt, as
identified in the OECD, that in most cases targeted payments are likely to be the most
desirable option. What makes separates the proponents of NTC from the opponents 
is the pace and sequence to arrive at the best policy option for addressing NTC. The 
advocates insist on the need for gradual reform to ensure smooth policy shifts, given that 
non-commodity outputs from agricultural activities are currently maintained, at least
partly, through border measures and Amber box support in those countries whose
agriculture does not have a comparative advantage. On the other hand, its critics argue
that such shifts should be immediate, as far as developed countries are concerned, to
capture the highest economic welfare at the global level.

There is little room for debate that, in theory, global agricultural trade liberalisation
will increase overall aggregate welfare if several assumptions are met, which include the
internalisation of all positive and negative externalities, compensation to losers by winners
of trade reform, and the mobility of factors of production, in particular aged farmers who
lose their long-standing livelihood. However, any of these assumptions are not met
perfectly in practice, and thus the problem of addressing the costs for adjustment and
uncertainties caused by trade reform is a genuine concern for many policy makers. Even
commentators from Australia acknowledge the existence of, and the need of considerations
for, adjustment costs in trade reform as a justification for special treatment for developing
countries (Roberts et al., 2002). In this regard, there is no reason to categorically deny 
the need for considerations for such costs in developed countries as well.

Adjustment costs and uncertainties pertaining to agricultural trade reform provide solid
justification for gradual reform and this can be attained through the reflection of the
considerations for NTC in market access commitments. Following are three specific
justifications for the ‘gradualism’ in relation to NTC advocated mainly by developed
countries. The first is lack of information on the possible implications of further
agricultural trade liberalisation on non-commodity outputs. This concern is crucial because
policy makers are faced with potentially irreversible losses of non-commodity outputs
(OECD, 2003). Such uncertainty can justify adopting a precautionary stance (Potter and
Burney, 2002). The second justification is the high transaction (administrative) costs 
for designing, monitoring and assessing payments strictly proportionate to the amount 
and quality of non-commodity outputs (ibid.). In particular, high administration costs for
initial set-up of targeted payment schemes and gradual reduction owing to learning effects
(Falconer et al., 2001) provides strong justification for gradualism. The third reason for
gradualism is the costs and time necessary for shifting public finds for financing targeted
Green box payments. Shifting from consumer-financed broad based support measures to
taxpayer-based Green box payments requires additional public funds, which may be huge
especially if the gap between domestic and international prices is large. These is no
guarantee, however, that sufficient funds will be quickly shifted to financing the Green box
measures to avoid irreversible losses of non-commodity outputs, given the competing
demand for public funds in any country.
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6 Summary and conclusions

The debate over NTC and trade liberalisation in agriculture for the past decade has been
reviewed in this article, and convergences and remaining conflicts have been identified. It
was found from the review that, while the legitimacy of multifunctional goals is no longer
controversial, and there is also a considerable convergence of the views in terms of the
best policy instrument for addressing NTC, significant divergent positions regarding the
necessity of incorporating NTC in market access commitments in the WTO negotiations
still remain. It was also concluded that the difference in views on the pace and sequence
to arrive at targeted payment solution for accommodating non-commodity outputs from
agriculture is a root cause. Advocates insist on the need for gradual reform to ensure
smooth policy shifts, while critics argue that such shifts should be immediate to capture
the highest global economic welfare. Then, resolution of the remaining conflicts is
examined by presenting three justifications for gradual rather than rapid trade reform that
incorporates NTC in market access commitments. They are:

� the lack of information on the implications of agricultural trade liberalisation and
the irreversible nature of non-commodity outputs

� high transaction costs for designing, monitoring and assessing targeted payments for
non-commodity outputs especially in the initial set-up phase

� the costs and time necessary for shifting public finds to financing targeted Green
box payments.
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